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LEAG SAT Charter
• Provide NASA with prioritized sets (in time and rationale) of recommended 

measurements/experiments/technology demonstrations for robotic lunar exploration 
missions in the 2009-2011 timeframe to support the Vision for Space Exploration.

– The activity will be guided by the needs associated with future human-based 
exploration of the Moon as a "proving ground" and "test bed" for sending humans 
to the surface of Mars (for science) and beyond.

• NASA desires at least one prioritized set of mission-specific objectives (in terms of 
measurements/experiments/demos) for a second robotic lunar mission, within the 
constraints described by NASA.

• NASA desires a set of conceptual measurements/experiments/demos/etc. to achieve 
the lunar exploration objectives that could be conducted from:

– an orbiter platform
– a surface platform

• Measurement/experiment/demo goals can be independent of final programmatic 
choice of mission implementation (i.e., lander, penetrator, rover, orbiter, hybrids, etc.)

• Deliver draft report to NASA by March 20, and a finalized report by March 28 for 
discussion at the Lunar Strategic Roadmapping Meeting (March 31- April 1) and at 
the next LEAG meeting.  



Findings

• RLEP Mission 2 will be a lander.

• Mission 2 will address the most time-critical aspects of the biological 
measurement needs for exploration.

• Mission 2 will conduct in situ confirmation of lunar polar volatiles.

• Balance of RLEP missions through 2012 conducts measurements and 
technology demonstrations that are central to Spiral 2 PDR and Spiral 3 
SRR.

• RLEP program as currently funded cannot fulfill all the RLEP requirements 
early enough to affect Spiral 3 SRR and PDR.

• Fulfilling the most critical requirements can be best conducted by small 
landers and possibly one small orbiter.

* Assumes Spiral 2 PDR: 2010, Spiral 3 SRR: 2011, Spiral 3 PDR: 2013



Assumptions

LRO and foreign missions 
(SMART-1, Selene, 
Chandrayaan-1) are 
anticipated to fill in many 
of the measurement 
needs.



Lunar Robotic Mission Architecture Options

• Budget 
guidelines 
influence 
architecture

• Multiple 
profiles 
possible 
within RLEP 
budget 
guidelines

• Budget 
guidelines 
yield 
adequate 
architecture 
flexibility
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Measurement / Technology Options Summary
• Landed

– Lunar Environment - Impact on Human Performance and Safety
• Biosentinels: model organisms with human genes/pathways
• Human performance countermeasures: human/mammalian cells & tissues

– Volatile Inventory and Characterization
• Shadowed Polar Craters
• High Latitude Illuminated

– Geotechnical measurements
• Typical
• Shadowed Polar Craters

– Granular Flow
– Flow Boiling Experiment
– Precision Landing and Hazard Avoidance
– ISRU Demonstrations/Technology Development

• Orbital
– Mapping of putative ice distribution at high spatial resolution
– Morphology of interior of shadowed polar craters at high spatial resolution
– Mineral mapping at high spatial resolution
– 3D characterization of regolith



Landed Measurement / 
Technology Options



Lunar Environment - Impact on Human 
Performance & Safety

• Measurement Objectives: 
– Design measurement systems to quantify integrated effects of extended exposure to lunar 

environment on living systems. Utilize model and human-reference organisms; human cells, 
genes, and/or human tissue constructs.  System will support normal biological function and 
autonomous measurements during extended exposure to the spaceflight/Lunar environments.

• Techniques and Biological Relevance:
– DNA damage: SS, DS breaks; chromosomal aberrations and copy changes; point mutations; 

DNA adducts. Relevance: slower wound healing, increased cancer probability
– Membrane damage: lipid peroxidation (markers: 4HNE, MDA). Relevance: compromised 

immune function, adverse effects on the central nervous system
– General oxidation: Superoxide dismutase, total antioxidant capacity. Relevance :

compromised host defense to environmental hazards & pathogens, shortened lifespan
– Protein damage: protein markers & protein aggregates. Relevance: impaired bone & muscle 

function, neural degeneration (Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s)
• TRL and Cost:

– Medium TRL (3 - 6); Cost ~$1.5 M/kg
• Spacecraft Resources:

– Lifetime: 1 month acceptable; 6 months - 1 year optimal
– 3 - 10 kg; 3 - 10 W

• Architecture:
– LRPM #2: Lunar surface measurements
– 2011-2015: Development & optimization
– Spiral 2: Scale & fill gaps
– Spiral 3: Implement shielding/countermeasures
– Spiral 4: Validated recommendations available
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Lunar Environment - Impact on Human 
Performance & Safety

• Summary: 
– Reduced risk and improved performance for human missions, 

particularly long-duration Moon and Mars missions. 
• Optimize shielding thickness: impact on engineering, human 

performance (cognitive; immune function; healing), and risk 
mitigation

• Countermeasure design: improve human performance and 
mitigate risk

• Compounded effects of unique environment on - humans: 
radiation, low gravity; and on microbes/pathogens: radiation, low 
gravity, dust

• Confirmatory measurements of terrestrial experiments / model 
validation

• Implications of not doing:
– Greater human risk, poorer human performance (hence 

greater mission risk)
– No linkage of biological effects into Spirals 3, 4, and beyond. 

There is no alternative pathway to achieve comparable 
reduction of both uncertainty and risk related to human 
performance and safety for Mars missions

– Space measurements have not, and terrestrial measurements 
cannot, address the compounded effects of the Moon/Mars 
environments

ISS Flight Prototype

~ 5 kg



In Situ Measurement of Volatiles in Permanently 
Shadowed Craters

• Measurement objectives:
– Determine concentration and identity of major volatile species at one or more 

locations, from depths between 10 and 200 cm below the surface.
– Detection of volatile metals (e.g., mercury) is desirable.
– Detection of Helium isotopes is desirable
– Return of geotechnical properties of permanent shadow regolith is desirable.

• Techniques:
– Several measurement technologies available (e.g., mass-, infrared-, tunable 

laser diode spectroscopy)
• TRL:

– Measurement technologies TRL Medium/High
– Sampling technologies TRL Medium

• Technology maturation is currently funded.
• Spacecraft Resources:

– Mass
• 5 kg for detection; 5 kg for sample handling and acquisition

– Cost:  $10M
• Architecture:

– Useful for Spiral 2 PDR (2010), 
– Necessary for Spiral 3 SRR (2011), Spiral 3 PDR (2013)



In Situ Measurement of Volatiles in Permanently 
Shadowed Craters

• Summary:  
– The presence of volatiles at the lunar poles will have a significant effect on the 

cost and engineering development for future spirals because polar operations 
and investigations are significantly different from those at the equator.

– Results have the potential to fundamentally affect the direction of Spiral 2 and 
beyond, i.e., Spiral 3 architecture may be defined by the concentration of polar 
volatiles.  Currently, there is inadequate information on the detailed concentration 
and identity of polar volatiles to make this decision. Remote sensing cannot 
provide the necessary characterization. 

– Even a single point measurement is a substantial increase in the present 
knowledge base. Additional point measurements will further improve the ability to 
make informed decisions about polar landing sites and resource utilization.  

• Implications of not doing: 
– Informed decisions about use of polar ISRU by Spiral 3 cannot be made. Input 

needed to guide design of Spiral 2 lander.



In Situ Demonstration of Resource Extraction from 
Regolith

• Measurement Objectives:
– Demonstration of oxygen production is of special interest owing to technical 

challenges.
– Production of gaseous extract from lunar regolith relevant to life support, energy 

production or fuel (e.g., water, oxygen, hydrogen or methane).
– Production of reduced metal from silicates or oxides in the regolith is desirable.

• Techniques:
– Pyrolysis of volatiles, electrolysis of molten silicates, electroysis of water, 

pyrochemical and aqueous reduction to produce O, H, H2O.
• TRL:

– Sample collection technologies TRL High
– Extraction technology TRL Medium

• Technology maturation is currently funded.
• Spacecraft Resources:

– 20 kg
• Architecture:

– Payload near flight ready, available 
to all spirals SRR and PDR.



In Situ Demonstration of Resource Extraction from 
Regolith

• Summary: 
– ISRU is a critical mission element of Spiral 3 and beyond, and is a planned 

mission component of Spiral 2.
– ISRU is a necessary element for the eventual development of very long duration 

Moon and Mars missions, as well as large scale infrastructure and 
commercialization.  Enables ISRU to be considered with greater confidence for 
Spiral 3.

– Proof of ability to utilize in situ resources will drive architecture.

• Implications of not doing: 
– Validation of ISRU methods will be needed for Spiral 3 SRR.



Regolith Geotechnical Properties

• Measurement Objectives:
– Characterize mechanical behavior of dry and ice bonded regolith. Determine ice 

content – distribution (disseminated vs. segregated), grain size.
– Size-frequency distribution and amount of dust lofted by activity.

• Techniques:
– Cone penetrometer; Shear vane 
– Indentor force displacement
– Camera (panchromatic, resolution TBD)
– Trenching tool (arm) or drill
– Geophysical sounding for variability.

• TRL:  High
• Spacecraft Resources:

– 20 kg (depends upon number and type of experiment)
• Architecture:

– Understand the geotechnical properties for ISRU exploitation, regolith excavation 
for radiation shielding, site preparation. 



Regolith Geotechnical Properties

• Summary:
– Assessment of the geotechnical properties provides required information for 

planning of regolith excavation for habitat development, radiation shielding and 
resource utilization. Such data provides the necessary information for the design 
of mechanical systems. Can be implemented from a static lander (point 
measurements) or from a mobile platform (distributed data points). Assess 
distribution of subsurface boulders.

• Implications of not doing:
– Large uncertainties in the design requirements for equipment required for 

excavation and ISRU and infrastructure site planning.



Measurement of regolith granular flow properties

• Measurement Objectives:
– Measurement of granular flow properties of regolith at low gravity and in vacuum. 
– Bulk volatile content, tribology, and other physical and electrical properties which 

could impact regolith stability are required
– Measurements of these properties for volatile-rich regolith (which may be a factor 

at high latitudes) are desirable .
• Techniques:

– Hopper flow experiments, solids conveyence, effects of charging, vacuum 
adhesion, flow stability.

• TRL:
– Sample collection technologies TRL high
– Granular flow measurements TRL Medium

• Spacecraft Resources: 
– Cost:  $20M
– Mass:  20 kg 

• Architecture:
– Payload near flight ready, available for planning spirals SRR and PDR.



Measurement of regolith granular flow properties

• Summary:  
– Flow and other properties of granular materials at 1/6 g and in vacuum are 

thought to be substantially different than at 1g (even under vacuum).  
Measurement of these properties must be carried out on the Moon to allow flows 
to achieve steady state.  ISRU processing and science sample acquisition and 
handling require these data for proper design.

• Implications of not doing: 
– Insufficient information for design of equipment for regolith handling and surface 

operations for science operations and ISRU. 



Flow Boiling Experiment

• Measurement Objectives:
– Demonstrate closed-loop system flow boiling to assess characteristics of boiling 

under low g.  
• Techniques:

– Components include with heater assembly, pump, boiling tube, condenser, 
camera. Use FC-72 (Perfluorohexanen isomer; Tetradecafluoro-n-hexane; 
Perfluorohexanes; Perfluorohexane) as fluid.

• TRL:
– Medium – flown on KC135

• Spacecraft Resources:
– Requires operations of minutes to hours.
– 10 kg
– 20-30 W
– 30K cm3

• Architecture:
– Needed for planning of Spiral 3 resource utilization.



Flow Boiling Experiment

• Summary:  
– ISRU processing and science sample acquisition and handling require these data 

for proper design. Flow and other properties of granular materials at 1/6 g and in 
vacuum are known to be substantially different than at 1g (even under vacuum).  
Measurements of these properties must be carried out on the Moon to allow 
flows to achieve steady state.

• Implications of not doing: 
– Insufficient information for design of equipment for regolith handling and surface 

operations for science operations and ISRU. 



Precision Landing - Hazard Avoidance

• Technology Objective:
– Demonstrate the ability to land within a limited distance of a reference point observed on an 

image. For lighted areas – landing within 10 m of the target; for dark areas – landing with 100 
m of the target. Identify and avoid hazards in the immediate landing vicinity. Identify 
alternative landing site in real time.

• Technique:
– Makes use of radar and optical tracking systems currently employed on cruise 

missiles for pattern recognition, navigation, and guidance to target. 

• TRL:
– Medium to high. Employed by MER and defense system.

• Spacecraft Resources:
– Computational resources, altimeter, imaging, lidar.
– Incorporate into lander flight systems.

• Architecture:
– Supports all landed missions.



Precision Landing - Hazard Avoidance

• Summary:
– Demonstrate the ability to land within a prescribed distance of a target identified 

on an image map. Demonstrate the ability to avoid unknown hazards (e.g., 
boulders) at the landing site. Required to ensure that the robotic landers and 
future human landers are successful. Imaging information to identify all hazards 
will not be available, particularly within permanently shadowed areas. 

• Implications of not doing:
– Significantly increases risk to missions due to landing site errors and impact into 

hazards.



Orbital Options



High-resolution polar ice identification

• Measurement Objectives: 
– Map distribution of putative deposits of polar ice with spatial resolution of 50 m.

• Techniques:
– Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) with depth penetration

• TRL:
– Medium to high. Cassini SAR, MRO SHARAD, instruments under development 

for LRO and Chandrayyan
• Spacecraft Resources:

– ~20 kg
– <80 W

• Architecture:
– Useful for Spiral 2 PDR (2010), 
– Necessary for Spiral 3 SRR (2011), Spiral 3 PDR (2013)



High-resolution polar ice identification
• Summary:

– The presence of volatiles at the lunar poles will have a significant effect on the 
cost and engineering development for future spirals because polar operations 
and investigations are significantly different from those at the equator.

– Results have the potential to fundamentally affect the direction of Spiral 2 and 
beyond, i.e., Spiral 3 architecture may be defined by the concentration of polar 
volatiles.  Currently, there is inadequate information on the detailed distribution of 
polar volatiles to make this decision. 

– Orbital radar provides the only known method for determining the 3-D distribution 
and spatial heterogeneity of ice deposits at high resolution over large areas. 
Requires supporting neutron and thermal data and/or ground truth information for 
confident interpretation, and depends on the configuration of the subsurface 
deposits. Crucial for targeting landing sites with high concentrations of ice.

• Implications of not doing:
– Informed decisions about use of polar ISRU by Spiral 3 cannot be made. Input 

needed to guide design of Spiral 2 lander.
– Lack of 3-D distribution information increases risk of missing existing ice (either 

vertically or laterally). Not fully characterizing ice deposits may increases cost of 
ISRU design. 

– Note that Chandrayaan (and possibly LRO) may make this measurement in the 
proper time frame.



Morphology – Surface Roughness 
in Shadowed Areas

• Measurement Objectives:
– Determine the morphology and surface roughness in shadowed areas with 

spatial resolution of 20 m and roughness scales of order 10 m and 1 m. 

• Techniques:
– Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR)

• ~20 cm wavelength
• TRL:

– Med-High
• Spacecraft Resources:

– ≤60 kg
– ≤80 W

• Architecture:
– Supports site characterization for shadowed

landings – Spiral 2 polar/equator decision point



Morphology – Surface Roughness 
in Shadowed Areas

• Summary:
– Radar or imaging lidar can provide imaging of permanently shadowed areas for 

evaluation of landing hazards and trafficability.

• Implications of not doing:
– Increased landing risk and/or complexity of landing system.



3-D Regolith Characterization

• Measurement Objectives:
– Characterize the regolith in 3 dimensions extending to depth up to 10 m and on 

spatial scales of 10 m, over spatial extents relevant to landing site 
characterization.

• Techniques:
– Microwave Sounder
– Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR)

• TRL:
– Medium to high

• Spacecraft Resources:
– ≤60 kg
– ≤80 W

• Architecture:
– Supports ISRU/construction method design

for Spiral 3



3-D Regolith Characterization

• Summary:
– Radar sounding will provide detailed characterization of lateral and vertical 

heterogeneities of regolith depth, density and block distribution.

• Implications of not doing:
– Increase risk and complexity of ISRU and in situ construction demonstrations.



High Resolution Mineral Mapping

• Measurement Objectives:
– High spatial resolution color imaging for mineralogic interpretation. Spatial 

resolution 20 m/pixel; SNR >150.
• Techniques:

– Multispectral and hyperspectral imaging
• TRL:

– High
• Spacecraft Resources:

– ≤25 kg
– ≤20 W

• Architecture:
– Resource identification for Spiral 2 ISRU

demonstrations.



High Resolution Mineral Mapping

• Summary:
– High resolution identification of mineral resources will be necessary for accessing 

high-value deposits.

• Implications of not doing:
– Increase risk of implementing usable ISRU techniques.
– High probability of acquisition by Chandrayaan and Selene.



Relation to RLEP 
Requirements
Robotic Lunar Exploration Program

Requirements Document
Preliminary Version – Revision A

22 February 2005
ESMD-RQ-0014



RLEP Requirements

• Lunar Environment - Impact on Human Safety
– RELAP-P10: Prepare for/support \first human mission to the Moon.
– RELAP-P20 Accommodate new measurement data, research findings, and 

program architectural changes into subsequent mission planning.
– RELAP-P90 Program architecture and mission trade analysis to validate 

program architectural and mission plans in support of ESMD.
– RELAP-T100 Demonstrate additional technologies identified by ESMD.  Robotic

precursor technology demonstration. 
– RELAP-M20 Potential biological impacts of the combined Lunar environments

including radiation, partial gravity, thermal, micrometeorites, and dust with 
statistically meaningful sample sizes. 

– RELAP-T20 Demonstrate prototype systems used for monitoring Lunar 
environmental effects on humans including radiation, partial gravity, dust and 
thermal effects.



RLEP Requirements
• Morphology – Surface Roughness in Shadowed Areas

– RLEP-M40: Imaging of selected sites at landform scales relevant to hazards.
– RLEP-M80: Orbital and ground truth measurements for characterization of 

regolith.

• Regolith Geotechnical Properties
– RLEP-M80: Orbital and ground truth measurements for characterization of 

regolith.

• In Situ Demonstration of Resource Extraction of from Regolith
– RLEP-M50: Acquire ground truth measurements for identification of potential 

H2O and other resources on and below the surface.
– RLEP-T30: Demonstrate in situ resource utilization of lunar water ice.
– RLEP-T90. Demonstrate in situ resource utilization of regolith.

• Measurement of regolith granular flow properties
– RLEP-T80: Demonstrate systems that may be affected by partial gravity.
– RLEP-T100: Demonstrate additional key technologies.



RLEP Requirements

• Flow Boiling Experiment
– RLEP-T80: Demonstrate systems that may be affected by partial gravity.
– RLEP-T100: Demonstrate additional key technologies.

• Precision Landing Hazard Avoidance
– RLEP-T10: Demonstrate precision landing on the lunar surface..

• High-resolution polar ice identification
– RLEP-M50: Acquire orbital and ground truth measurements for identification of 

potential H2O and other resources on and below the surface.
– RLEP-M80: Acquire orbital and ground truth measurements for characterization 

of the regolith.

• In Situ Measurement of Volatiles in Permanently Shadowed Craters
– RLEP-M50: Acquire ground truth measurements for identification of potential 

H2O and other resources on and below the surface.
– RLEP-T90: Demonstrate in situ resource utilization of regolith.



RLEP Requirements

• 3-D Regolith Characterization
– RLEP-M80: Acquire orbital and ground truth measurements for characterization 

of the regolith.

• High Resolution Mineral Mapping
– RLEP-M80: Orbital and ground truth measurements for characterization of 

regolith.



Back Up Charts



Impact of Lunar Environment Factors 
on Human Systems 
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Hypothetical Signaling Pathway of Microgravity or 
Radiation Stressor Only Impact on Cells
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Hypothetical Signaling Pathways Responding to 
Combinatory Stressors of  Lunar Environments
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Impact on Human Performance and Health Risk
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Gains for Human Health on Earth from
Mitigation against Lunar Environmental Stress
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Exploration Spirals

• Spiral 1: Crew exploration development and test.
• Spiral 2: Global lunar access for human exploration.
• Spiral 3. Lunar base and Mars testbed.
• Extended Duration. Lunar mission.


